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[Note: this speech was prepared for a professional development session for 

Museums of New South Wales. The session was cancelled but the speech has 

been posted for the interest of those who wished to attend and for others. DS] 

 

I want to talk about five attributes or elements of Anzackery. 

 

 

1. Jingoistic rhetoric 

Here’s a definition of ‘jingoism’ and here’s where it came from.  
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[Dictionary.com; Macdermott’s war song] 

Let’s look at Anzackery as ‘jingoistic rhetoric’. 

The term ‘Anzackery’ was coined by the historian Geoffrey Serle in 1967.  

Serle went to school in the 1930s. 

He recalled the Anzac Day addresses he and his schoolmates heard from what 

he called ‘fire-breathing generals’. 

These gentlemen inevitably told the story about how Australia had been born 

at Gallipoli. 

You can find similar examples today.  

Look up ‘The spirit of Anzac explained’ by retired Colonel Arthur Burke, who is 

the head of the official Anzac Day Commemoration Committee of Queensland. 

Colonel Burke writes about ‘bold, laughing soldiers’ splashing ashore on 25 

April 1915, being shot down, then, as they fell, passing ‘the Torch of Freedom’ 

to the next bloke. 

And the torch has been passed down to the rest of us, to spread into our 

schools and our sporting teams.  

Colonel Burke says Anzac is ‘a warm, tender, fiery, even melancholy ideal that 

nurtures intense patriotism in the innermost soul of every body’.  

And here’s his big finish: 

 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/jingoism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1ZFzs7hL5g
http://www.anzacday.org.au/spirit/spirit2.html
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[‘The spirit of Anzac explained’] 

‘Extreme and emotional nationalism, or chauvinism’, as the definition says. 

But old colonels are not alone.  

We have a good collection on our website of speeches by prime ministers.  

 

[Rudd, Anzac Day 2010] 

Emotional nationalism, certainly. 

But what about the link between emotional nationalism and our liking for 

going to war? 

Prime ministers also refer to ‘the Anzac tradition of arms’.  

They bring it out when they are committing us to wars or reinforcing our 

commitment to existing wars.  

Most recently, prime minister Abbott was talking about the contingent going 

off to Iraq War Mark III and he referred to them as ‘splendid sons of Anzacs’. 

The prime minister also recently said this about the original Anzacs: 

http://www.anzacday.org.au/spirit/spirit2.html
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/rudd-kevin-anzac-day-2010/
http://www.afr.com/news/policy/defence/tony-abbott-hails-the-splendid-sons-of-anzacs-20150420-1mp7mi
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[Abbott, Dawn Service 2015] 

One could question whether the qualities he talked about need to be 

associated with a war. 

Duty, selflessness, courage are all universal human values, as the prime 

minister says. 

But, if duty calls, where does it call us to – in the prime minister’s view? 

During his speech, the prime minister referred to Gallipoli – naturally – but also 

to Jerusalem, Damascus, Bullecourt, Passchendaele, Hellfire Pass, Kokoda, 

Borneo, Korea, Malaya, Iraq, and Afghanistan. 

‘Duty’ and those other words do seem – for the prime minister, at least – to 

have a distinctly military tinge.  

*** 

2. Perpetuation of myths 

This is another attribute or characteristic of Anzackery. 

In that speech from the prime minister, he quoted Charles Bean, the war 

historian, about the men of Anzac being ‘great-hearted’. 

The men of Anzac have tended to come down to us as superheroes. 

My colleague, Peter Stanley, military and social historian, president of Honest 

History, wrote a book called Lost Boys of Anzac, about 101 of the men who 

invaded the Ottoman Empire at Gallipoli on 25 April 1915 – and who died on 

that first day.  

Peter was critical of Anzac myth-making. 

http://www.pm.gov.au/media/2015-04-25/2015-dawn-service-gallipoli
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stanley-peter-lost-boys-of-anzac/
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He said, ‘They [the Lost Boys and the other men of Anzac] should no longer 

remain as abstractions in Anzac Day addresses’.  

He went on – I’m paraphrasing – they were not mythical heroes; they were 

real people, with characters, flaws and strengths, not embodiments of an 

Anzac legend.  

In other words, they were human beings – like us. 

We still like our myths, though. 

And some of these myths spread beyond national boundaries. 

Look at this slide. 

 

These words are well-known in Australia, in Turkey and elsewhere.  

They normally have under them the name Ataturk (or Mustafa Kemal) and the 

date 1934. 

Ataturk, one of the Ottoman commanders at Gallipoli; later the founder of 

modern Turkey. 

Neither of those gentlemen on the slide is Ataturk. 

We’ve done that because the evidence available – and it’s still coming in – 

strongly suggests that anyone who puts Ataturk’s name under those words is 

perpetuating a myth. 

There is very little evidence that Ataturk ever said or wrote those words. 

Here are some of the details – I’m going to précis this a lot but it’s all on our 

website. 

http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/ozakinci-cengiz-two-more-articles-on-ataturk-words-of-1934/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/ozakinci-cengiz-two-more-articles-on-ataturk-words-of-1934/
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The gentleman without the moustache is Alan Campbell, of Brisbane, an old 

Anzac. 

He was chairman of a committee which was installing a Gallipoli memorial 

fountain in Brisbane in 1977-78.  

He had an English translation of words allegedly said or written by Ataturk and 

he thought these words would go well on the fountain. 

But he changed the translation a bit – the translation from the Turkish. 

He invented the words about no difference between Johnnies and Mehmets – 

which are the key, moving, dramatic words in the paragraph. 

He spiced the translation up a bit. 

(Perhaps with help from others.) 

The Turks that Campbell was dealing with – a semi-official historical society in 

Ankara – liked the new version and that’s the version that has come down to 

us. 

The gentleman with the moustache is Sukru Kaya, who was one of Ataturk’s 

ministers. 

Now, Ataturk died in 1938. 

The earliest evidence we have of the so-called Ataturk words is from 1953, 

fifteen years later. 

In 1953, Sukru Kaya gave an interview to a Turkish newspaper about how 

Ataturk had given him (Kaya) some words (the famous words, apart from the 

bit about ‘no difference’ between Johnnies and Mehmets – that came later, as 

we have seen) given him some words to use in a speech Kaya was to give in the 

Dardanelles in 1934. 

The only problem is that the speech was given in 1931 and we have the full 

text of it and the famous words are not in it. 

The provenance for the Ataturk words ultimately relies on hearsay from an 

elderly man, Sukru Kaya, two decades after the alleged event. 

Don’t get me wrong: they are lovely words, they express a lovely sentiment. 

But the way many of us deal with the Ataturk words is veneration without 

examination. 
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Some people have said to us about our work in this area: ‘why are you killing 

Santa Claus?’ 

Our simple answer is: ‘you have every right to go on believing myths, if you 

wish, but we have a mission to go where the evidence leads us’. 

Sincerely held beliefs are not necessarily rational beliefs. 

Centuries ago, people sincerely believed the world was flat. 

Myths are still myths, no matter how many monuments they are inscribed 

upon. 

And the so-called Ataturk words are on a lot of monuments. 

For example, the one that was unveiled in Hyde Park, here in Sydney, in 

February, complete with the line invented by Alan Campbell. 

Anzackery relies on myths like this one. 

Anzackery rests on Ataturkery. 

*** 

3. Extravagant expenditure 

The mention of monuments brings us to this next point about Anzackery. 

Another characteristic of Anzackery is how much it costs. 

Let’s look at spending on the centenary of the Great War – not just for 

Australia but for other countries also. 

This slide shows what we have been able to find out about spending by six 

countries who were involved in that war. 

We converted the expenditure to Australian dollars. 
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We need to explain New Zealand: it depends how you count a project, which 

has been going on for a century, to build a memorial park, and whether you 

also count a traffic tunnel – built quite recently – which runs under the 

memorial park and which is named after a tunnel on the Western Front. 

We most of all need to explain Australia.  

The $552 million is made up of $331 million by the Commonwealth, $141 

million by the States and Territories and $80 million by private companies. 

The question is why is Australia spending so much? 

There is an article on our website which suggests seven possible reasons. 

I just want to touch on one: we are spending a lot because there are some big 

projects – big bricks and mortar and fitout – projects involved. 

The picture on the slide is an artist’s impression of one, the Sir John Monash 

Interpretive Centre. 

It is to be built next to the Australian Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux in France. 

It will cost around $100 million dollars, most of which is coming from the 

budget of the Department of Defence. 

Prime Minister Abbott is very keen on it. 

The commemoration people at the Department of Veterans’ Affairs are very 

keen on it. 

Here’s what the senior DVA official said to the parliamentary Public Works 

Committee recently about the project. 

We put the adjectives in bold. 

http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/budget-2015-honest-history-factsheet-centenary-spending-551-8-million/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-australia-spending-so-much-more-on-wwi-centenary/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/money-monash-and-motive-analysing-a-project-in-france-i/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/money-monash-and-motive-analysing-a-project-in-france-i/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-monash-interpretive-centre-villers-bretonneux-ii/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-monash-interpretive-centre-villers-bretonneux-ii/
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That sort of language deserves a special spot in the pantheon of Australian 

Anzackery. 

*** 

4. Parochialism 

Another feature of Anzackery. 

What do I mean by this heading? 

Parochialism is partly about Australian insularity – isolation from the rest of the 

world, a navel-gazing posture. 

We are in the middle of centenary commemorations, as we said. 

Evidence of insularity/isolation: the rest of the world talks about ‘the 

centenary of the First World War’ or ‘the Great War centenary’. 

We talk about ‘the Anzac centenary’. 

Even the Kiwis are happy with ‘WW100’. 

Of course, there are a lot of other events that we are commemorating apart 

from the Gallipoli landing – Lone Pine, Fromelles, Beersheba, the 1918 battles 

– but the generic label ‘Anzac centenary’ is significant. 

We do tend to see our wars as just our wars; we kind of forget other people 

were there as well. 

This ignorance about context is another aspect of Aussie parochialism. 

Failing often to recognise that other people have been involved in wars and 

have been affected by wars. 

http://www.centenarynews.com/
http://www.anzacportal.dva.gov.au/
http://ww100.govt.nz/
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Look at our commemorative institutions and where they place their emphasis. 

For example, Charles Bean wanted the Australian War Memorial to be ‘the 

finest monument ever raised to any army’. 

And so it is, but it doesn’t do context well: it won’t tell you much about who 

else was there, what happened to the countries whose ground we fought over, 

let alone what the wars were about and whether they were worth it. 

(We’ve harped on this theme on our website in two reviews of the refurbished 

World War I galleries at the Memorial, in a review of the book Anzac Treasures 

and elsewhere.) 

Statistics are crude measures but they are one way of measuring this 

Australian parochialism that we are talking about.  

Here’s a slide. 

In each case, notice how small the percentage is where most of our Australian 

attention is directed.  

 

As I said, just think about Australian commemorative institutions and where 

their attention goes; much more on those small proportions than on the big 

picture. 

Yet we are all part of the one human race. 

We should be interested in the bigger picture. 

Another part of parochialism is boasting. 

Australians do focus sharply and relentlessly on our own Australian military 

story but we do also want other people to know about it. 

https://www.awm.gov.au/about/origins/
https://www.awm.gov.au/about/origins/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/is-this-our-story-awms-refurbished-wwi-galleries/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/anzac-treasures-follows-a-well-worn-track/
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I mentioned the new Australian museum at Villers-Bretonneux; one of the 

main official arguments for building the museum is to make the Australian 

contribution on the Western Front better known, because it is not as well-

known as it should be. 

The Australian story needed to be told. 

This idea – the idea of us needing to tell Australian stories to the rest of the 

world – is not a new one. 

The Australian historian, Graeme Davison, gave a lecture a few years ago 

where he described a long-term Australian tendency to ‘show off’ to great and 

powerful friends. 

And Honest History put two articles up on our website recently about the 

Monash museum. 

The second article concluded like this. (‘The Little Boy from Manly’ was a late 

19th century symbol of Australian nationalism.) 

 

*** 

5. Mutual reinforcement 

This is my fifth and final attribute of Anzackery. 

We kind of egg each other on. 

You’ll recall the fuss about this. 

http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/davison-graeme-narrating-the-nation/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-monash-interpretive-centre-villers-bretonneux-ii/
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Woolworths tried to cash in on the Anzac brand, as commercial people have 

been doing for a century. 

Woolworth’s ‘Fresh’ effort went stale very quickly – because of the public 

outcry – and Woolworths pulled it. 

But there is still tonnes of Anzac merchandise – ear-rings, t-shirts, pot-holders, 

all sorts of little knick-knacks, Anzac luxury cruises, books, TV shows, movies, 

the works (see our Centenary Watch feature on the website). 

But you can’t totally blame the commercial people, I don’t think. 

Because they look at what the politicians are doing, associating themselves 

with war commemoration, making speeches at Gallipoli and everywhere else, 

ensuring that their names appear on new memorials, invoking the Anzac 

legend to attract support for new wars, and so on. 

What the historian Peter Cochrane described as extracting political value out 

of the slouch hat. 

So commercial companies are just trying to extract in profits what politicians 

are trying to extract as political dividends. 

And the other mutual reinforcer, of course, is us – or, at least, lots of us. 

Nearly two years ago, we in Honest History spoke to one of the senior 

Commonwealth officials involved in commemoration. 

We asked about what this official thought was driving the big effort that was 

going into Anzac centenary commemoration. 

And the official responded, rather ruefully, ‘it’s what the bogans want’. 

http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/rotten-fresh-can-it-get-more-crass/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/category/centenary-watch/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/?s=Cochrane&submit=Go
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The bogans – the general public, Australians, the people to whom 

governments respond. 

You can look at reasons why the bogans are so keen on commemoration – for 

example, the great interest in family history gets people looking at what their 

family did in our wars. 

Whatever the reasons, the outcome is this mutual reinforcement between 

commercial promoters, governments, and the general public. 

And we shouldn’t forget also the role of the media in giving things a push 

along. (Peter FitzSimons, take a bow!; and here.) 

But there’s another element which is worth considering, something which also 

helps to drive this commemoration engine forward. 

Look at this. 

 

 

Valentine is talking about a reluctance to ask questions for fear of being seen 

to be disloyal. 

It’s another factor driving Anzackery.  

We need to look also at those words ‘then and now’ and add the words ‘and 

tomorrow’. 

That fear of questioning relates to the future as well. 

If we revere military ‘sacrifice’ in the way that Valentine describes, if we fail to 

question past wars, if we fail particularly to ask that basic question ‘was it 

worth it?’ – were those wars worth the tragedy and cost and destruction – we 

are more likely to have to make similar ‘sacrifices’ in the future. 

http://www.smh.com.au/national/the-battle-of-lone-pines-impact-on-our-nation-is-still-felt-100-years-later-20150805-gis8ez.html
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-peter-fitzsimons-poltergeist-with-two-brains/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/valentine-james-gallipoli-the-story-we-all-grew-up-with/
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This to me is a particularly dangerous part of Anzackery – this pressure on 

people not to question – and it is a danger to the health and lives of future 

generations. 

If we don’t question past wars – for fear of being seen to disrespect the 

soldiers who went to them – we are more likely to have to fight wars in the 

future. 

*** 

Conclusion 

To conclude, my brief was to describe Anzackery, and I hope I’ve made a stab 

at that. 

There are antidotes to Anzackery. 

Mythbusting, presenting evidence, whistle-blowing, even a bit of ridicule, are 

some of the tools that can be used. 

(Though tilting at sacred cows upsets the cowherds, if I can call them that.) 

This doesn’t mean there isn’t a place for some sort of Anzac tradition in 

Australia’s future. 

But a ‘rebooted Anzac’ – which is what we’ve called it in one article on our 

website – would be very different from Anzackery. 

It would be less shouty – the main Hyde Park memorial has the words ‘let 

silent contemplation be your offering’. 

Good idea; dignified commemoration – something we seem to have less of 

these days. 

A rebooted Anzac would also put more emphasis on some other worthwhile 

parts of the Anzac tradition – particularly looking after the survivors of our 

wars.  

(On the other hand, it would place less emphasis on making emotional 

connections with dead people or with inanimate objects – Pompey Elliott’s 

boot complete with bullet hole.) 

http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/highlights-reel-elizabeth-samet-on-soldiers-dying-in-vain/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-anzac-and-anzackery-kogarah-speech/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-rebooting-anzac/
http://www.anzacmemorial.nsw.gov.au/vestibule-and-hall-silence
http://www.anzacmemorial.nsw.gov.au/vestibule-and-hall-silence
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A rebooted Anzac would also be more aware of context – less parochial, more 

aware of the rest of the world. 

It would reduce the place of military history in our national story to more 

modest proportions. 

It would also cost less and it would redirect the money we do spend to more 

useful purposes than yet more monuments and sentimental pageants. 

A new style Anzac also would not be a secular religion; it would be possible to 

be an Anzac atheist without fear of persecution.  

Most of all, a rebooted Anzac would look towards a future for our children 

which did not assume that we needed to fight on new battlefields to discover 

the virtues of duty, selflessness and courage. 


